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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions
carry equal marks.

1. (a) Draw a diagram showing product cycle
with implement of CAD/CAM
technology. 10
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line L that has direction V = j + k and

passes through point C (0, 1, 0). Find

coordinates of the rotated figure. 10

5. Explain Bezier curves. What are its

properties ? Four vertices of Bezier polygon

are (1, 1), (2, 3), (4, 3), (3, 1). Find the

equation and draw the Bezier curve in the

parametric form. 20

6. Explain in detail with the help of suitable

diagram, the properties, mathematical molding

of bi-cubic surface, Bezier surface and B-spline

surface. 20

7. Make a comparative analysis of the wire frame,

surface and solid modeling. What are the

essential properties of CAD solid models ?

Describe ray casting technique for generating

construction solid geometry objects. 20

8. Explain general structure of Finite Element

Analysis Procedure. 20
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(b) Discuss the benefits of CAD to

engineering design as compared to

conventional methods. 10

2. (a) What do you mean by Data Structure

and Database related to CAD system ?

10

(b) Write down the equation which relates

the WCS coordinate input to MCS

Coordinates. Explain the significance of

each term. 10

3. (a) Explain explicit and implicit method for

drawing non-parametric and parametric

curves. Differentiate between analytical

and synthetic curves. 10

(b) For the stop block shown in the figure

(a) create the model database utilizing a

CAD system. (b) Obtain the isometric

view of the model. (c) Obtain the final

drawing of the model. 10
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4. (a) What do you mean by Geometric

Transformation ? Explain the terms :

Translation, Rotation, Scaling, Reflection

and Shear. Write down 2D transformation

matrix for each transformation. 10

(b) A pyramid defined by the coordinate

A(0, 0, 0), B(2, 0, 0), C(0, 1, 0) and

D(0, 0, 1) is rotated by 45º about the
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Stop Block
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